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$85K BSU logo unveiled

IPSAnotes
generosity from
BSU
The fifth annual Kans for
Kids
ran
from
Monday
through
Wednesday
last
week and raised over $2,000
for needy families in Idaho.
"Once we have counted all
our change, we have probably raised close to $2,100,"
said Devin Kelly, member of
ISPA.
He said IPSA received
$1,200 in cash donations from
students
and around $600
from community
members.
He said Roger Sherman from
United Vision of Idaho had
done his own collecting, gathering $250 to give to the
group.
The money will be divided; half of which will go to
families in Emmett, and the
other half to the Migrant
Council.
Money will purchase gift
certificates for Albertson, and
be donated to Falud y provecho, the Migrant Council's
mental and family health
division, according to Kelly.
He said the group offers services like counseling.. and
helping families
buy food
and clothing.
The last meeting for ISPA
this semester will begin 5:17
p.m. Wednesday in the Ah
Fong room in the Student
Union.

ponation allows
for history award
at Boise State
Boise State history students will soon benefit from
establishment
of the Merle
Wells Public Service Award.
The late Wells, a Boise Junior
College alumnus and teacher,
was a scholar
who was
nationally known for community service.
"Merle Wells set a high
standard
for public service
that all historians
should
aspire to," said Todd Shallat,
a history professor who is
helping
to establish
the
award.
The endowed award honors a graduate or undergraduate student who uses historical thinking or writing to
assist public projects or organizations.Preference
is given
to students who use history
in an imaginative way to educate the community and promote good citizenship.
The award is made possible through the generous contributions of faculty, community members, and a $4,000
gift from Gary Bettis, executor of Wells' estate and longtime friend of the local historian.
"This award is appropriate
because Wells was a state historian of Idaho and was long
associated
in one way or
another with Boise State,"
Bettis said.

Kenworth donates
T600 truck
Boise State's heavy-duty
diesel technician
program
and the Idaho Center for
Professional
Truck Driving
received a rather large, early
Christmas present this week
- a 1995 Kenworth T600.
The diesel tractor, valued
at more than $100,000, will be
used by both
programs,
which are administered
by
the
university's
Selland
College
of
Applied
Technology.

According
to Lull, what
the
University sought in the design was a
symbol that would highlight Boise
State's metropolitan
setting, against
Four years ago, the BSU administhe backdrop of a natural mountaintration set about to change Boise
ous region. He said the initial logos
State's antiquated
logo. The logo,
designed early in the process did not
with the acronym "BSU" in lower
encapsulate
these elements
in an
case letters, was designed in the '70s.
abstract fashion.
The administration
sought a more
The new logo, which Burke says
modern logo design, and one that
cannot be released because it has not
would avoid usage of the often-joked
yet been approved, consists of a diaabout acronym BSU.
mond bearing three parallel vertical
The cost of the initial logo design,
rectangles
symbolizing
Boise's
the hiring of a national firm, as well
cityscape. Emanating from these recas the estimated cost of implementatangles are two sharp shaded angles
tion of the new logo brings the overrepresenting
the city's natural backall price tag to around $110,000.
Initially, according to University . drop.
The words "Boise State" in a sharp
Relations Director Larry Burke, the
navy blue angular font, called Boise
logo went through Boise State's Art
Blakely Bold - uniquely designed for
Department
as well as local firms
BSU, stand on either side of the diabefore Boise State sent out the bid for
mond, with the word "university"
a national firm that specialized in colextended beneath.
lege logo design.
Nate Peterson, ASBSU president,
The bid was picked up by the
said he did not think that such a simNorth
Charles
Street
Design
ple logo required the years and cost
Organization
out of Baltimore, Md.
involved in the process.
The cost of the logo design figured in
"The logo didn't look too complex.
at $85,000, which Burke emphasized
It didn't look too special and out of
was the lowest bid offered.
the ordinary.
I think for sure we
Last week, Clifford Lull of No~th
could have had an art professor, marCharles Street presented
the logo
keting people, we could have anydesign, in the works since last spring,
body on campus design this logo,"
to the ASBSU Senate.
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Thedebatebegins---------.

Legislators
discuss
budget
By Lqyra

Wylde

The Arbiter
JFAC, the Joint Finance
Appropriation
Committee
of the Idaho Legislature
will begin the season of
work with the advent of
this year's legislative session on the budget appropriations to take effect July
of 2002.
JFAC is the joint committee of the legislature. There
are 10 members from both
the House and Senate, chosen by the leadership
of
republican
and democrat
parties.
Ken Robison,
(D Boise), said JFAC is responsible for the funding policy
for virtually all functions of
state government,
including higher education.
The committee gives to,

the
house
and
senate,
appropriation
bills either
area of government
can
reject. If they are rejected,
the committee is required to
send another bill.
"Hearings
for most of
the agencies begin with the
start of the legislative session, and they go into the
budget
setting
process,
which motions
are made
with appropriations
and
each agency," Robison said.
"Adopted motions are put
again into appropriation
bills then sent to the house
or senate."
Robison said Governor
Kempthorne
presents
his
recommended
budget
to
the legislature
the first
week in January.
"JF AC uses his recomsee JFACon pg. 3

said Peterson. "I think they wanted to
pay somebody
to go and get this
done, so they wouldn't have to worry
about it."
Still, Lull emphasized
that a logo
was more than simple art design. He
said a logo helps to focus a university's image, and create "systems and
structures for an identity."
"I think a lot of people think that a
logo is just a drawing, that anybody
could just draw a logo. But, there's
also a marketing and branding aspect
that goes into that that is a lot more
complex than people realize," said
Burke.
Burke defended the bidding of a
national design firm, explaining that
over the duration
of the initial
process the design was not coming
together as the administration
hoped.
"We felt that the project was so
important,
and it's so key to our
branding efforts as a university, not
just for now but for the future, that
we wanted to get the best that we
could," said Burke.
He explained that only a few companies in the nation specialize in college logo design. North Charles Street
was hired
after a long bidding
process, chosen at the state level.
Recently, the firm designed a logo for
the University of Denver. The compa-

By Andy Benson

The Arbiter
Provost Daryl Jones and the
University vice presidents have
directed administrative department heads to examine their
budgets and propose ways to
reduce them by 4, 6 and 8 percent.
Administration
managers
have been told to go one additional step further and find a
way to cut 10 percent in an
effort to spare academic departments from slicing too deep.
The exercise is meant to provide a tool to help university
administrators
find ways to
adapt to the anticipated budget
cuts next spring. The worstcase scenario for the university.
is a 10.56 percent budget cut,
which
would
amount
to
approximately
a $7.6 million
loss in revenue for fiscal year
2003.
Stacy Pearson, associate vice
president
of Finance
and
Administration, said it is hoped
that by asking administration
budget managers to prepare for
cuts as high as 10 percent, fac-

By Andy Benson

The Arbiter
Chef Julie Hosman-Combs
of the Selland College of
Applied Technology provided
an etiquette class to the residents of City Lights, a drug
and alcohol treatment
program, last Thursday.
The class was provided in
order to assist residents
in

acquiring skills necessary for a
transition
into the working
world.
Combs offered instruction
in all aspects of a formal event,
from handshakes to table settings, and all matters
in
between. The etiquette class is
part of a larger effort on part
of the City Lights staff to provide life skills to the residents.
The women will have an

opportunity
to apply their
new skills this Thursday,
when they participate
in a
fashion show and formal dinner.
The residents will be wearing clothes provided for them
by Dress for Success, a program
that
helps
provide
clothes necessary for work in
an office setting. Giuseppe's
Catering will provide the din-
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ny also designs other promotional
materials. The $85,000 cost includes
two logo designs, the university logo,
as well as the athletic logo, which is
still in the design process.
Burke said that a new athletic logo
could boost sales of Boise State merchandise.
The cost of logo design is not the
only cost involved in pitching a new
.logo. Letterhead
will have to be
altered to feature the new logo, as
weil as costs of placing the logo on
Boise State vehicles and other structures that bear the current logo.
Burke says that eventually the diamond symbol will be able to stand on
its own locally as a symbol of the
University, but for the first few years,
the logo will accompany the words
"Boise State University."
He says that due to recent budget
holdbacks, the University is not planning a marketing campaign to pitch
the new logo, nor is the logo design
. part of a new image campaign by the
University.
He said that current
materialsbearing the letterhead would be used
up before materials bearing the new
logo are printed.
Burke also emphasized
that at the
time this project was bid, the state
had a grand surplus in its budget.

ulty positions can be spared.
"The goal is to maintain as
many instructor and faculty
positions as possible, so that we
can accommodate
growth,"
Pearson said. "Because if we
cut that back, that means students don't get the classes and
enrollment
goes down, and
that exacerbates the situation."
As an example of how budget managers are preparing for
the cuts, Pearson highlighted
what she is doing to prepare
her budget.
"Just to give you an example
of what I'm going through, I'm
looking at all of my operations,
I'm looking at how I can consolidate functions,"
Pearson
said. "Instead of having two
people do a job, maybe I could
figure out how. to have one and
a half do it."
Pearson detailed four steps
that she is reviewing. The first
is to reduce travel and put off
purchasing new computers for
her department.
The second
step would be to eliminate the
temporary
help budget and
redistribute
the
workload
among her staff.

Third, any positions that
open up due to retirement or
staff members leaving would
go unfilled until the budget
crunch lifts. The final step
would be cutting positions.
Pearson .said cutting positions would be the last resort
used. It is hoped that by leaving
vacant positions, the need for
layoffs will be alleviated.
"We just try to figure it out,
because it's a lot easier for me,
and any manager, to not fill a
position then it is
to give someone a termination notice."
Pearson said the process of
cutting positions, if necessary,
is complicated by the timeline
of the budget process.
'
Non-renewal
notices must
be sent by March 22, but the
final budget
will not be
approved until April. This will
require administrators to forecast if layoffs are necessary and
then mail the non-renewal
notices prior to knowing what
the final budget will be.
Budget items that administrators are unable or unwilling
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resume writing, phone skills,
nero
customer service, as well as
In addition to the formal
other topics like work ethic
dinner and clothing, the resiand work etiquette.
dents will also receive haircuts
The
program
is nonby hair stylists and makeovers
denominational
and religion
by Mary Kay consultants,
plays a large part in the treatCity Lights is a non-profit
.ment. Keller said that the prorehabilitation center, or in the
gram doesn't hesitate inform
words
of Director
Cheryl
residents about the religious
Keller, a "one year discipleunderpinnings
of City Lights.
ship/recovery
program."
"We tell them that we are a
The
program
operates
Christian based organization.
under the umbrella
of the
We tell them that all our studBoise Rescue Mission, which
ies are biblically based," Keller
also runs the men's shelter in
said. "We talk about Jesus
downtown
Boise and the
Christ, we talk about the Holy
Lighthouse in Nampa.
Spirit, we talk about God. And
The program lasts for one
we are very upfront and open
year and is unique as it allows
about that."
mothers to bring their chilWhen asked if residents
dren into the shelter with
were expected to make a relithem. However, male children
gious
commitment,
Keller
over jhe age of 13 are not perresponded this way.
.
mitted to stay. The children
"If they are thinking 'right
live in the shelter with the
now, that's not what I need:
women as they complete the
of course I would want to
one-year rehabilitation
proencourage them that this is
gram.
what they need, but they need
The shelter has capacity for
to be ready," Keller said. "If
22 women and currently has
they aren't at rock bottom,
17 residents and 10 children
then the program is not going
living under its roof. An addito work for them because
tional 12 children visit their
they're not ready."
.
mothers on the weekends .
• the program doesn't proThe residents receive career
vide drug or alcohol counseltraining while staying at the
ing to the residents.· The staff
shelter. City Lights has a.commembers generally have backputer-Iearning
center, and
grounds in social work and
conducts assessments for resieducation:
Keller said that
dents to determine their level
counseling. focuses on what
. of such skills as reading and
she refers to as "the root of the.
writing;
problem." . .• .:
'.
.....
·.The program also assists
.,The counSeling sessions
, thewomen
in acquiring a
examine why residentsstarted;'.
G.B.D; if they do not have a
.high school diploma. The resisee CITY
onpcj~
de~ts .. receive classes on
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Board

presents the film, "Fast
Times at Ridgemontl-Jigh"
startlrtg at 7 p.m. Tuesaay
in. the
Special
Events
center. Admission. is. free
for BStJ students, faculty
and staff, or $1 for the general audiences.
• ASBSU
Student
Organization
Financial
Training
is
all-day
Wednesday in the Student
Union. Call 426-1440 for
more information:

• Student
Programs
Board, Fine Host and the
Student
Union
and
Activities
present
the
Moxie Java Concert Series
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Student
Union
Brava!
Stage.
• Pam
Tillis,
country
music singer, will perform
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the
Morrison
Center
Main
Hall. Tickets range in price
from $25 to $32, and are
available at Select-a-Seat,
426-1110
or
www.idahotickets.com
• Forest
Service
Chief
Dale Bosworth will give a
public address, beginning
at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the
Jordan
Ballroom.
The
department of public policy and administration,
the
Andrus Center and the U.S.
Forest Service present the
event. Admission is free.'
For more information, call
426-4218.
• "Theatre on the Ropes,"
a theatre majors showcase,
begins
at
7:30
p.m.
Wednesday
and
runs
through
Saturday
at the
Morrison Center Stage II.
The Boise State theatre arts
department
presents this
event. Tickets are $5 for
general audiences,
or $4
with a can of food for the
Idaho Food Bank. Call 4263980 for more information.
• "Untitled
13,"
the
Bachelor
of Fine Arts
Thesis Exhibition, will be
presented until today in the
Visual Arts Center Gallery
1, Liberal Arts Building,
and Gallery 2, Hemingway
Center.
Boise State art
department
presents this
free event. For more information, call 426-3994.
• "lmpact:
HIV I AIDS,"
an art exhibition in Student
Union Gallery, runs 7 a.m.
to 11 p.m. daily through
Dec. 14. Presented
by
Student
Union
and
Activities. The event is free
and for more information,
call 426-4636.

Students fight
two-track
admission
Thursday
By Mgrygnne

George

Knight Ridder Newspapers
CINCINNATI - The two admissions
lawsuits filed against the University of
Michigan took a historic step forward
Thursday, as nine judges at the U.S 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals wrestled with
the question of whether the university's
admissions policies place too much
emphasis on race.
Lawyers Kirk Kolbo and David Herr
are representing three white students
who claim they were denied admission
to the law school and as undergraduates
in favor of less-qualified minorities. The
lawyers told judges that the University
of Michigan had a two-track admissions

system that gave preference to minorities.
They also argued that the educational value of diversity was not a compelling state interest that justified racial
preferences.
But University of Michigan lawyer
John Payton argued the admissions
policies consider race as one of many
factors and that diversity is a compelling state interest justifying the use of
race.
Ted Shaw, representing a group of
students who intexvened in the undergraduate case, told the judges that affirmative action was necessary because of
the University of Michigan's history of
discrimination.
Miranda Massie, a lawyer representing students who intervened in the law
school case, argued that affirmative
action is needed to offset the bias in the
educational system and to increase integration in society.
Chief Justice Boyce Martin Jr. welcomed the approximately 175 people
packed into the stately paneled courtroom and another approximately 200

people watching the hearing on closed- .
circuit television in two other courtrooms.
"We've seldom drawn a crowd like
this," Martin said.
Herr argued the undergraduate case
on behalf of plaintiff Jennifer Gratz, who
was denied admission as an undergraduate in 1995. He said the University of
Michigan has changed some aspects of
its admissions system but still gives
preferences to minorities.
Herr, who works with lawyers from
the Center for Individual
Rights, a
Washin~on D.C.-based law firm, told
the judges that the University
of
Michigan did away with protected seats
for minorities. But it moved to a point
system that awarded 20 points to minority applicants.
"You don't have to call it protected
seats, but the results are the same," Herr
said.
Payton argued that the admissions
system complied with a 1978 U.S.
Supreme Court decision that allowed
race to be considered as a factor. He also
said the system was designed to achieve

what he called a critical mass of students.
Judge Martha
Daughtrey
asked
Payton, "How do you know critical
mass when you see it?"
Payton responded:
"You know.it
when students don't see themselves as
symbols but as individuals."
Judge Danny Boggs asked Payton
whether Barbara Grutter, the plaintiff in
the law school case, would be virtually
guaranteed admission to the law school
if she were black.
Payton responded
that if Grutter
were black She would be a different person.
Boggs replied, "Given her grades
and test scores, she would have been
admitted whether she grew up in
Grosse Pointe or inner city Detroit."
A decision in the case is expected to
come within three to six months. Legal
experts believe the University
of
Michigan cases will end with a U.S.
Supreme Court decision.
Steady rain didn't dampen the passions of hundreds who gathered for a

see ADMISSIONS on pg. 3

Bush hits the Students. oomplete
road to make internships
his case for
stimulus
By BSU News ServIces

so long as my mother wasn't
cooking,"
Bush joked, provoking a look of mock horror
from his brother,
Florida
ORLANDO,
Fla.
Gov. [eb Bush. "She was one
President Bush defended his
of the great fast-food cooks of
handling of the nation's econall time. Just kidding, Mom!"
omy last Tuesday,
Dec. 4
When a young girl asked
telling
a friendly
Florida
to shake his hand,
Bush
audience
that his policies
brought tears to her eyes by
have created a framework for
replying, "I'Il do better. I'll
growth and economic recovgive you a kiss."
ery.
Bush offered his standard
In a campaign-style
quesprescription for the economy
tion-and-answer
session in
_ short-term
assistance
for
Florida's
tourist heartland,
laid-off
workers
. coupled
Bush
sought
to reassure
with long-term tax cuts for
Americans
that he remains
individuals
and businesses.
focused on the economy even
He rebuffed calls for a bailout
as he oversees
the war
for the tourism and hospitaliagainst terrorism.
ty industry.
The Florida trip was part
The Orlando
visit was
of a White House effort to
Bush's fifth trip to Florida as
counter
criticism
that ecopresident. The state gave him
nomic issues have taken a
a pivotal margin of victory,
back seat to foreign affairs.
after a bitter court battle, to
"There's
nothing.
that
cap last year's election. Now
hurts me more than to know
his brother is seeking re-elecas we head into the holiday
tion against
a Democratic
season that some of our citifield that includes
former
zens, and some of their famiAttorney General Janet Reno.
lies, hurt because they have
Bush held a private meeting
been laid off as a result of 9with his brother's supporters
11," Bush said.
before
returning
to
He also called on Congress
Washington.
•
to complete work on an ecoAt an earlier stop at an
nomic stimulus plan.
Orlando
jobs center, Bush
White
House
officials
touted a $3.4 million federal
billed the Orlando event as a
grant to help Florida train
town hall meeting with local
and assist displaced workers.
citizens, but it had the tone
He has called for an additionand trappings of a campaign
al $3 billion for grants to
rally.
The audience
was
other states as part of the ecopacked with Bush supporters
nomic stimulus
package he
who had obtained
tickets
seeks.
through
the
Republican
At the town hall meeting,
Party, and they interrupted
Bush offered sympathy
and
his remarks
with standing
promises
of help for two
ovations
and
chants
of
business owners who com"USA."
plained
about
paperwork
Strolling
about
with a
logjams at the Small Business
microphone,
Bush appeared
Administration.
relaxed, playful and confi"1 can't stand bureaucradent as he responded to quescy," Bush said to resounding
tions ranging from the econoapplause.
"It's good to get
my to his family
dining
habits as a boy.
see BUSH on pg. 3
"1 did eat with my family,

Pv Ron Hutcheson
Klligllt Ridder Neuispapcrs

The
Political
Science
Department at Boise State has
announced that seven of their
current students have completed internships within the
field of Political Science.
Natalie Thomas,
a 1999
graduate
of Allen
High
School, in Allen, Texas, and a
junior
has completed
an
internship
at Sen. Craig's
Boise office. Thomas is the
daughter of Steve and Jennie
Thomas of Allen. She is a
member
of the National
Society of Collegiate Scholars.
David Brown, a 1996 graduate of Madison High School,
in Rexburg and a senior, has
completed an internship with
Congressman
Mike Simpson.
Brown is the son of Dennis
Brown of Malad and Laurie
Brown of Springfield, Utah.
He is currently a member of Pi
Sigma Alpha.

. Matthew
Gould, a 1996
graduate
of Doherty
High
School, in Colorado Springs,
Colo., and a senior has completed an internship with the
Idaho Administrative
Rules
Coordinator. Gould is the son
of Robert and Sherry Gould of
Colorado Springs. He has also
completed an internship with
Parent Support
Project and
Idaho Legal Aid.
Gloria N. Parkvold, a 1986
graduate
of Kate Andrews'
High School, in' Coaldale,
Alberta, Canada, and a senior
has completed
a Legislative
internship
with the Fourth
Judicial
District
Court
Appointed Special Advocate.
Parkvold is currently the vice
president
of . the .. Political
Science Association.
Kelly Spafford, a 1995 graduate
of Centennial
High
School, in Boise, and a senior
has completed an internship
with the Service Learning
Program
at Boise
State,

Spafford is the daughter
of
Carol McGarvey
and Steve
Spafford of Boise, Idaho. She
has been on the Dean's list two
consecutive times and helped
produce
the
"Vagina
Monologues" with the permission of the V Day organization
of Boise State.
Betsie Kimbrough, a 1996
graduate
of New Plymouth
High
School,
in
New
Plymouth, and a senior has
completed an internshir with
the Idaho Secretary 0 State
with the Election Division.
Kimbrough is the daughter of
Bobbie Clifford of Caldwell
and Bob Kimbrough of Kuna.
Ben King, a 1992 graduate
of Nampa Senior High School
and a senior has completed an
internship
with the Idaho
Volunteer Lawyers. Program.
King is the son of Ken and
Debbie King of Nampa. He
was on the dean's list with
highest honors for the Spring
2001 semester.

U. S. Savings "Bonds are gifts with a future. And
when you give them every year, they can make a real
dent in sorncone's college bills.
Savings Bonds can be purchased through most
banks, where you work, or autornaticallv through the new
Savings Bonds EasySaver .. Plan at www.easysaver.gov.
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rally or waited at the courthouse Thursday morning,
One of the first in line for a
courtroom seat was Carl
Cohen, a University of
Michigan philosophy professor
who began the affirmative
action debate in Ann Arbor,
Mich., when he obtained
admissions data through the
Freedom of Information Act
that allegedly showed (iilierent
admissions standards
for
minority and non-minorities.
. ' 'fl:US is one step in a very
historic process. We are seeing
the last stages of what may
prove to be a momentous deci'sion about the place of race in
'American education," he said.
Former
University
of
Michigan student assembly
president Bram Elias, 22, now a
graduate student at Harvard
University, came to show sup'port for affirmative action.
''This is the same story that
'started with the freedom
marches, Martin Luther King,
'Malcolm X and the civil rights
marches," he said.
The two University of
Michigan cases are making history because they are being
...-

heard by the appeals court's
entire nine-judge .panel, the
first university admissions case
to be granted such a hearing,
according to Liz Barry, tlie
University
of Michigan's
deputy general counsel.
Typically cases first go
through a panel of three judges.
The lUll court hearing will
speed up the appeals process.
Democratic
presidents
appointed six of the judges
hearing the cases and three
appointed by Republicans.
At the district court level,
separate judges made opposite
rulings on the two cases. The
University of Michigan essentially won in the undergraduate case, while the plaintiffs
succeeded in the law school
case.
Similar cases in Georgia,
Texas and Washington increase
the chances for the University
of Michigan cases to be heard.
The conflicting rulings combined with the extensive factual
record made by the University
of Michigan, and the center for
Individual rights aid the
chances as well.
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BUDGET CUTS

BUSH

ADMISSIONS

located in Boise Town Square,
upper level next to SeaTS

out of Washington and get
the real story."
While Bush was on the
road, congressional leaders
began negotiations on an economic stimulus
package.
Democrats prodded Bush to
send a representative to join
the talks and they got some
support'
from
Senate
Republican
Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss.
-ve« shouldn't have a
Pony Express rider taking the
news to the administration,

J FA C
(rom Dq. 1
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Senate Finance Committee,
to the Treasury Department
said he understands Bush's
or the White House, of how
'reluctance to negotiate a
events are going," Lott said.
stimulus bill with Congress.
Bush has steadfastly resist"He does not want to
ed efforts to draw his adminoffend
conservative
istration into the congresRepublicans who want a big
sional negotiations, preferadditional tax break," Baucas
ring to wield his influence
said. "He'd rather stay out of
from a distance. Standing
it, but he may have to get in."
before the crowd in Florida,
(Knight
.
Ridder
he urged Congress to "stop
Newspapers correspondent
talking and to get an economJames Kuhnhenn contributed
ic security bill to my desk."
Sen. Max Baucas, D-Mol1t., to this report.)
chairman of the tax-writing

to cut also complicate the budget cutting process.
..
Fixed expenses such as utilities and a security contract with
the Ada County Sheriffs
Department cannot be cut.
Pearson said that the administration is also unwilling to cut
library acquisition or faculty
raises.
"You don't want to stop
.those things because it prevents
the university from moving
ahead in important areas," she
said.
Pearson thinks that academic departments will not suffer
cuts of more then 4 to 6 percent
if the proposed 12 percent student fee hike is approved, and if
the SUB expansion funds are
used for matriculation.
"I think that would mean, in
my estimation, that academics
would only have a 4 to 6 percent reduction," Pearson said.
"If we don't get that fee, then
they are probably looking at a 6
to 8 percent reduction in their
budgets."
However, Pearson did have
one caveat. Not all academic
departments will be cut equally.
"Some will face a greater cut
then others because some might
have key areas that we just can't
cut as much,"
'
Pearson said. "When it gets
down to the bottom, it won't be
equal, some departments will
take bigger hits than other
departments based on. the
Executive Budget Committee
deciding which pieces can take
it better than others."

"Some legislators are saymendations in helping the current level."
ing we should slow down
Robison also is proposing
committee in making deciand take back some of that
the use of another reserve
sions, though the committee
money to help with educafund called the millennium
does not always follow his fund. This reserve is funded
tion," he said.
recommendation," he said.
The $32 million not funded
through
the
tobacco
settle"I cannot tell you what the
through the legislation alloment lawsuits, beginning
Governor will recommend,"
cations is to come from bond
with a $40 million sum,
Robison said. "With the $100
payments taken from the
which
he
thinks
could
be
million in tax cuts, the state is
used to help education as general fund.
collecting a lot less revenue
"They were authorized,"
than otherwise, and with the well.
Robison said. "Once issued
He said there were addieconomy slowdown in Idaho
tional payments from $20 to the state is obligated to pay a
there is a further decline in
couple million a year over a
--, _ exrected revenue for this fis- $30 million per year in payperiod of years to payoff
ca year, which makes for less ments from the settlement,
those bonds, but if you said
revenue expected in the next which "are in perpetuity, or okay, we are not going to do
not
limited,"
he
said,
assumfiscal year."
ing payments continue to be the work so quickly, money
Robison
said
the
would be saved to help with
made.
Governor's
general fund
the budget crunch."
Robison
said
the
state
has
hold backs for higher educaRobison also said, if it was
these
reserves
to
help
get
tion were for the current fisnecessary, the state could
cal year, ending in June. Each through the budget crunch
when the economy will be take back some of the tax cuts
university has made some
stronger, and we again see made in 2001 to fund educacuts as a result from the holdtion.
back, and Robison said, "The growth in the general fund
"JFAC has always had
,
basic question for 2003 is revenue.
quite a discussion about CITY LIGHTS
"We can use reserve funds
whether the universities will
nigher education," he said. frompg. 1
receive an appropriation at to get through this without
"In recent years higher edudoing
much
damage
to
the
least equal to this year, or
cation has not been funded drinking or using drugs in the
and
public
will their appropriation be university
very generously in myopinfirst place and how they found
cut further, lower than the 3 schools," he said.
ion up until this year."
themselves in their current sitHe
said
during
the
last
percent holdback."
Last year the committee uation.
three
years,
Idaho
has
seen
Robison believes higher
approved
a
significant
Tammie
Alejandro,
education should not be cut rapid growth in 'state revenue
increase to the university for Community
Relations
partly related to population
further. He said the legislasalary equity, a heavily Coordinator said that she
growth,
which
aids
the
gention should use either all or
debated topic within the enjoys the reaction she gets
some of the $72 million from eral fund by means of state
state, insomuch that Idaho from community members
and sales taxes. The general
the state reserve fund.
professors are ranked very when she takes residents out
fund is also perpetuated with
"The reserve fund is there
low in the nation regarding in public.
interest rates, fund balances
to help the state in a year
"That's my favorite thing,
pay and compensation.
and
minor
taxes,
Robison
which revenue falls below
"After the required appro- for people to go 'oh, I didn't
expectations, until you get a .said.
priation,
the universities
know she was a resident,'
The general fund is that
better year to get revenue
were cut' back three percent," Alejandro said. "They expect
which
is
appropriated
to
all
growth," he said.
Robison said. "The university druggies who are all drawn
state agencies, and is current"There are some legislaadministration now has to out and look horrible."
tors and the Governor as ly forecasted to be spent on cut back in areas to raise the
"I tell the ladies, "when you
the
renovation
of
the
Capitol.
well, saying we can't use very
faculty
pay." go with me, you need present
The
legislature
appropriated
much, of the reserve fund,
He said not to expect fac- yourself in way that you are
which will be part of the $32 million last year to the ulty equity because of the representing, number one,
renovation,
and
Robison
said
debate, whether you cut the
that $64 million is hoped to current circumstances, the God, find number two, the
universities budgets further,
issue will not be pursued
facilities and our ministry."
be
spent to complete the proor use the reserve fund to at
next year.
ject
by
2005.
least hold the budgets at the

}
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New logo won't take BSout of BSU
logo

may

go

over ...-

0 IS~ ~Dt~7S TAT~
-.,

BSU vice presidents
and
bureaucracy
bungled
the
~~~ft:;de, c~:;ce l~~~
~
four-year logo design process
appeal for potential
with vague objectives
and
lack of clear strategy.
~~:~t~~~~e~~th~
While University Relations
idea of
Director
Larry
B0i se
Burke says that a
Ratified
as
a
logo is more than
unanimously by
metroa drawing, it fits
Editorial Boord
politan
setting
uniquely with the
i
s
"imaging"
and
"branding"
of a
laughable at a national level.
business, we'd like to think
It ignores the idea that
that Boise State is more than a
there is a quali% of instrucfactory
that
churns
out
tion, which oug t to be the
drones into the workforce in
true selling
point
of the
assembly-line fashion.
University.
Choosing to highlight the
We will agree that a new
"metropolitan"
setting
of
logo
should
have
been
Boise State, and the natural
designed,
the
old
disco-era
environment
of Idaho, in a
logo was cheap and ineffectulogo signifying the University
al. Also, it is understood that,
is at best, misguided.
though the philosophy inherThe significance
of the

'

were in the planning

f~:~ei:~~t~~:t~ientifIt was an equal disac,-

-

~J.l
\J

V f\ I V ~ R > I T Y
ent in an institution should be
its greatest strength, cosmetic
I
t I
appearance pays a grea ro e.
However,
the first thing
many students
have asked
with regard
to the logo
d .
.
h
ld
esign process IS, w y hcou n't our University grap ic art
h
students be given t e opportunity
to design
a logo?
Though the Art Department
was one of five entities

for

~~;J~~~at:~~pea:e~
to be in awe of the logo
and
unconcerned
or

unaware that the project
is four years in the running and has cost over
L090recreatedbyArblterstall
$100,000. The presentation came at the time
involved in the logo process,
h
b d
h ld b
w en
u d gets
s ou d e
its students'
designs
were
b
deemed unacceptable by the
scrutinize
your
stu ent
leaders.
ASBSU
Senators
University vice presidents.
k d
.
b
Is it inconceivable that an
as e not one' question a out
art student could draw a diathe cost or design of the logo,
mond with some lines in it?
the years involved, nor any
.
. . d th e
h
question
t h at scrutinize
From t e power point Ereh
f
process in any way, s ape or
sentation
given by Cli ord
f(
Lull of the North Charles
orm.
Administrators
and
Street Design Organization
designers who showed up to
last week, you'd think they
I
give t te presentation
com-

men ted in the gallery how
much easier it was to pitch
the logo to student leaders
than they had expected. They
were right. It was easier than
any reasonable person had a
right to expect. Lull, by the
way, was flown in specifically to give this presentation,
first class, from Maryland.
We are glad that the
administration
is wary of the
budget and not planning to
launch any massive new campaigns. We hope that they
continue to exercise reason,
and keep students first, when
planning
new
projects.
Finally, we hope that the four
year logo debacle will serve
as a reminder to the administration about the pitfalls of
petty bureaucracy
and committee thinking.
'

Conformity goes beyond clothing
happens
to
be. African
own person and create your
I'm a different person now
American have they truly conown
identity.
The
fact
is
that
than I was in high school. Back
formed? It is no longer possible
this debate is needless and
then I had many different
to totally conform to a society
unintelligent. I resent the fact
labels than I do now. I was
or culture---especially
one in
that
because
I
enjoy
wearing
known as the nerdy debate
the United States because we
expensive
clothing
and
eating
buff who was pathetically
all share so much diversity. I
Japanese food that makes me a
mundane
and shy. I never
may wear expensive clothing
superficial jerk.
wore anything with a brand
but maybe Ihate one particular
I
laugh
to
think
that
people
name; I thought
that the
expensive clothing chain.
assume
that
I
come
Banana Republic
I might like rock music but
from a wealthy
was a fruit store .-----,..-,..------.
can't stand one particular band
family
given
the
of sorts.
or a particular song whereas
fact that my father
I
was
an
the rock buff next to me might
is
disabled,
my
extremely
inselive by that very song. Unless
mother is undercure
personwe are inactive in all functions
paid
at
a
state
corterribly paranoid
of society and government,
rectional
facility,
of change and
create our own forms of enterand
I received
depressed. I was
tainment,
make
our own
enough
an outcast
in
clothes, and so on, can we call
financial
high school who
ourselves nonconformists?
aid
this
never listened to
It has been my experience
year to pay
popular
music
that
so-called
"nonconfor tuition
and in fact I
formists" bask is their pseudo
and
books
debased
it
sense of individuality because
wit
h
daily-referring
unless they are Amish they
money to
to' it as "bascannot really say that they are
spare. We all know what haptardized crap." Today I wear
truly
original
individuals.
pens
when
we
assume.
Abercrombie and Fitch, shop
Sure, they might dye their hair
All
too
often
do
we
pair
at the Gap, wear
pricey
an outrageous color but they
objects and styles with derogacologne, and love to eat sushi. I
still pay taxes, work, and partory remarks. A British accent
have started loving music that
ticipate in this social institution
automatically
indicates
arrol.once thought would make my
called "school."
gance,
if
you're
a
male
who
ears bleed. Long after Nirvana
They have adapted
and
likes Barbra Streisand
you
dispersed as a band, I have
assimilated into our culture.
must be gay, being from the
become a huge fan of their
The only thing that makes us
south makes you imbecilic and
music.
all different is our genotypic
inbred, and so on.
Am I a better person now
appearances and personalities.
If a person starts listening
that I have been assimilated
However, the media and other
and enjoying opera music for
into popular culture? Perhaps
influences very often mold our
example
in
order
to
be
a
part
of
"assimilated"
is a bit strong
personalities and outer appearthat the opera "crowd" how is
but there has always been a
ances. If we have the cash we
that person conforming?
debate about whether it is betcan increase and decrease the
If
everyone
in
the
opera
ter to conform to society's stasize of different body parts.
group
is
white
and
this
person
tus quo of culture or to be your

Do you think that Gov. Dirk Kempthorne is
paranoid when it comes to security?

"1 wOllld ratller million» of
dol/aI'S 1I0t lIe spent all /Jarricadi1l"i streets wllm
scllOols'are Sllfferi1lg for

[unds."

Katie Mills, Senior

"1 don't ,..-ally kllow
elzoll"ill about it to form all
01'i1l101l, bllt he's beillg
ol'aly dramatic abollt it."

U.8. actions defy Christianity

Travis Owens, Sophomore

President Bush has actively
pushed a pro-Christian agenda. Really? How? By invoking
the old adage that we are in a
Recent world events have
highlighted a truism present in holy war and God is on our
side? By prescribing for conmany (though not all) brands
fused, traumatized Americans
of U.S. Christianity: One of the
prayer and spending?
major themes of the Bible has
Since when did Jesus advogone largely ignored in our!
cate that our soul searching
capitalist version of the Holy'
involve going to the mall and
tradition.
buying the latest Gap outfit?
From Christians like Jerry
When did Jesus teach people to
Falwell, who's declaration of
ignore established legitimate
God's judgment on our nation
means of obtaining justice (i.e.
nary
mentioned
economic
the UN) and opt instead to
injustice as a possible cause, to
bomb innocent people?
the more moderate branches of
Even asking the question,
mainstream Protestantism; few
"What
would
Jesus
do?"
Christians are talking about
(WWJD)
in the situation
exploitative U.S. foreign policy,
would've drastically changed
much less about the vast exacthe outcome of the current conerbation of that injustice creatflict for thousands
(possibly
ed by our recent devastation of
millions) of Afghanis who have
Afghanistan and its people.
been starved to death, killed,
More importantly, issues of
maimed or displaced by U.S ..
social justice have been ignored
bombing.
by our president, a man who
A more accurate answer to
also professes to be a Christian
this mystery Ires in the convoand whose actions have farlution of spiritual exrerience
reaching consequences.
with a certain brand 0 politics
How is it that a major theme
that has nothing to do with
of the Bible has come to be so
God, family values, or the betexcluded
from mainstream
terment of humankind. Many
Christianity,
ignored
most
of the policies of right-wing
tenaciously by its most influenU.S. politicians are almost comtial member in one of our
plete anathema to the teachings
nation's most crucial moments?
of the Bible.
The standard response, of
Take for example the quote
course, is that it hasn't -

By Nate Williams
Tile Arbiter
"SllIIt/illg of tile streets
was a bad idea, tile only
tllillg 1call think of is tha!
he'e scared for himsel],"

!

Kasey Roberts, Senior

Crarnlning

all night?
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above. It almost
perfectly
describes the workings of the
World
Trade
Organization
(WTO), the organization that
Bush and his ilk avidly support, with the President pushing for negotiation powers that
would enable him to ratify
WTO treaties that permanently
institutionalize the social and
economic decimation of millions of individuals who are
alreadr being crushed in the
grip 0 U.S.-style capitalism.
Some of those measures
have already been implemented under other Republican
(and
Democrat)
backed
treaties, such as NAFT A. The
fact that God categorically condemns such exploitation of the
poor
is ignored
by our
President.
Most recently as he and his
party have seized upon a
moment
of national
terror,
attempting to push through not
only WTO negotiating power,
but also massive subsidies for
the rich that further relieve
them of any social responsibility to the exploited people on
who's backs their fortunes are
built.
Many who claim to live their
lives under the title "Christian"
are committing the same injustices as the people whom Jesus
most severely chastised-the

Aaron WIlliams

Ad Desion

Editor

345-11204.IOf

.

Society tells us what is "in"
and we listen. More than a
crutch, religion seems to be-a
psychological wheelchair for
people to be a part of something and feel special. The feeling is no different than joining
a cult/ athletic team or fraternity. A desire to experience
belonging and identity within
a group- of persons is very natural and is a good but partial
explanation as to why we have
families.
Conformity is thus a natural
behavioral trait. In high school,
the smokers hang with the
smokers, the preps with their
own, and the cheerleaders
travel in packs.
True conformity
is what
Hitler wanted-he
wanted all
his followers to look alike, to
feel the same and believe the
same way he did and anyone
who gave the slightest sign of
digression was killed. Today,
despite how my tastes and
appearance have changed, I
still listen to classical music
and enjoy a good debate once
in a while. I am not simply a
person out of George Orwell's
1984.
I am not a conformist. Iam a
mere tapestry now with a myriad of genres
interwoven
which originate from my enviromnent-different
colors, fabrics, shapes, and sizes of life
which makes up my psyche,
I}lY person, and my own individuality.

PhotoGraphers
Jemny Branstad
.KeUyDay
D~elle Morgan
Michelle Slimak

DariWOU .•.

status quo, religious community leaders too enamored with
their own wealth, privilege,
and power to stay true to God's
commandments to fight injustice and inequality.
Too many times in its past
Christianity has been used to
justify or promote policies, frequently involving
violence,
that have.nothing to do with a
God of love and justice. Those
policies aren't ancient history.
The U.S. has its own atrocious human rights record, a
long history of state terrorism,
an obsession with making profits at the expense of human life
and the enviromnent,
and a
"moral majority" that does little to halt the murderous
oppression carried out in its
name. In fact, some politicians
use Christianity as a base on
which to build support for their
actions.
If politicians desire to wear
the title "Christian," I suggest
that they have a great deal of
back-peddling
to do in their
foreign and domestic policy
decisions.
Currently,
their
actions resemble those of a secular oligarchy seeking to baptize its reign of tyranny ina
saintly glow. That's been done
too many times in the past ~
this Christian says/ "no more."

.
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The science
of stress'

'Ar~lter,
,'.,Odmlnlstl"atlol1
-:atheist communists

During the course of a
stress response
a person's
We live in a fast paced
blood vessels constrict caussociety. The message to stuing blood pressure to elevate,
dents, as aspiring young probronchial
airways
•dilate,
fessionals, preaches that the
pupils dilate, and glycogen
way to social success and perstores from the liver are brosonal happiness is
ken down
into
to obtain money,
glucose
and
an ima.ge, and suereleased into the
cess will follow. In
b 1 0 0 d s t rea m .
a world of such
Once
in
the
ideology,
there is
bloodstream
glulittle room for self-expression
cose is sent to the brain and
or personal growth,
sent to feed and oxygenate
Adopting the standard set
muscle tissue in anticipation
of social beliefs can often
of the physical exertion.
make a person feel out of conThe endocrine system also
trol.
.
responds by releasing a surge
A person can become so
of hormones, proteins, stress
focused on controlling a sinproteins,
neurochemicals,
gle aspect of life that they end
and neurohormones
into the
up feeling stressed,
disapbloodstream.
Cortisol, ephpointed, alone, and in search
nephrine (known as adrenaof a connection, or someone
line), and norepinephrine
are
to remedy the content of their
a few hormones
that are
lives.
released
during
a stress
Spirituality, emotions, and
response
to modulate
an
_a person's physical body are
increase or decrease in organ
often neglected when a perand body function.
son becomes overly focused
Stress can prevent or delay
on goal attainment, or overly
the immune
system
from
focused
on producing
the
functioning
properly.
outcome of a life event.
Consequently
a person can
. Stress is a signal that the
become
irnmunocomprobody
is out of balance.
mised, or susceptible to illMedically and scientifically,
ness, and an increased risk of
the term to describe a state of
medical conditions can develbalance in the body is homeop.
ostasis. When the body is out
Common stress conditions
of balance, the body is out of
include
sore,
tense
homeostatic balance.
muscles/ fibromyalgia, chron, Stress is a response by the
ic
fatigue / exhaustion,
body
to a stimulus
that
headaches, high blood presthreatens to overwhelm
the
sure, and ulcers. Stress also
body's ability to maintain a
causes cardiovascular
probstate of homeostatic balance.
lerns, digestive
problems,
There are two kinds of stress:
bronchial
problems,
and if
eustress or good stress, and
left unmanaged stress condistress or bad stress.
tions can lead to the onset of
Eustress
is the type of
diseases such as cancer. Stress
'stress
people
experience
is also responsible for causing
when they feel anticipation,
anxiety and depression.
'nervousness, or excitement.
How
do you
manage
Stress, or bad stress comes
stress? A person should conin many forms. Bad stress can
suit a health professional, a
be experiericed as (1) Physical
psychologist,
psychiatrist, or
trauma, such as surgery or an
doctor, and tell them about
injury,
(2)
Physiological
how they are feeling. Stress
stress, such as pain, shock, or
Management,
Behavior
overexertion.
(3) Emotional
Management,
and
Time
stress, such as anxiety, fear,
Management are good places
worry, grief or sadness. (4)
to begin. Stress Management
Social stress, such as life
can help a person to become
changes (birth, death, begin- . more adept, resilient,
and
ning a new job, or losing a
able to cope and respond to
job) and personal conflicts.
stress without
feeling like
When a person perceives
every aspect of life needs to
something
from the outside
be controlled.
environment
as being overBehavior Management can
'whelming or threatening, the
help a person make necessary
person begins to experience a
behavior or habitual changes
state of stress and a stress
to improve or alleviate stress
response, sometimes known
and stressful situations.
as the fight or flight response,
Time
Management
can
emerges.
help a person to plan effiSome people experience
ci.en~ly: and productively;
to
back tension,
others
may
diminish
overwhelmmg
experience
tension in their
schedules.
stomach or have an upset
Other important factors in
stomach.
stress reduction
include,
a
The fight or flight response
g~od diet, sleep,. and re.laxinitiated by stress activates
arion. A good diet provides
the Central Nervous System
the body with essential nutri(CNS), composed of the brain
~nts to build healthy,. stro~g
and spinal cord. The Central
Immune systems, which will
Nervous System controls and
improve a person's ability to
regulates
voluntary
body
respond
to stressful
situaprocesses'
such as muscle
tions.
movement,
and involuntary
Sleep allows the body to
body
processes
such
as
replenish and heal itself natubreathing.
The
br~in
ral~y.. Stress can als~ aid in
responds first by processing
building a stronger Immune
the stressful event / message.
system.
Secondly the CNS activates
One .of the best ~ays to
the
Autonomic
Nervous
deal With stress ... listen to
System.
your body. Cr~ate bala~ce
The Autonomic
Nervous
and harmony
in our life.
,System has two branches, the
Me?itate and examine YOl~r
Sympathetic System and the
~ehef system and w~at IS
Parasympathetic
System. In a
Imp.ortan~ to you. The hme to
fight or flight resp~nse, the
~egm takmg care of yourself
sympathetic system mcreases
IS when you are young, not
activity and physically prewhen you are old and not
pares the body for the stresswhen a medical condition has
ful or threatening encounter,
already begun to develop.
while
the activity
of the
-Theresa Jenkins is a member of
parasympathetic
system
the BSU Pre-Med Clllb
decreases.

By Theresa

Jenkins
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ASBSUdoctored
photo letter
inaccurate
I would like to take this
opportunity
to' clarify a letter to the editor in the Dec. 3
issue regarding the use of a
photo
on a Boise State
advertising
panel at the
Boise Airport.
The letter,
for some reason known only
to the author, claims the
photo features Boise State
administrators
Peg
and
Larry Blake and that it was
taken in Nebraska,
rather
than in Idaho.
The author asks the question, "Why is this picture on
the sign promoting BSm"
Here IS the answer. The
photo, which has been used
in several publications
as
well as the airport sign, was
taken by the Boise State
photographer
during
an
Introduction
to
Field
Geology
field trip near
Marsing in October 1998.
The individuals
who are
supposedly
the Blakes are
either students or their colleagues who were on the
field trip.' That is why it is
on a sign promoting BSU.
The accusation that the
photo
is an instance
of
"deceptive
and misleading
advertisements"
that "passes administrators
off as students" is, to put it mildly,
irresponsible
and inaccurate.

Robert S. Priisd:

ASBSUphoto letter
indeed inaccurate

Larry Burke
Ulliversity Relations

ASBSUdoctored
photo letter still
inaccurate
Trevor
Klein's
letter
about the "misleading"
display at the airport raises
some interesting questions:
Accountability:
Does
Trevor have a responsibility
to retract and / or apologize
for falsely
accusing
the
University of lying? Might
. Ll'lIl'rs

As an individual
committed to accuracy and fairness in the media; I publicly
retract the letter to the editor written
by
ASBSU
Student Relations Director
Trevor Klein in the last
issue.
Klein claims that a student picture is actually a
picture of the Vice President
of Student Affairs Peg Blake
and her husband.
This is
inaccurate
and unfair
to
Blake, who in fact was not
in the picture.
I sincerely apologize for
the article being written and
for any ill effect that it
might have incurred upon
her. The article was not
meant to be false and the
messenger was an unknowing carrier of false information.
Nate Peterson
ASBSU president
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Jerel, try thinking, not labeling
By Sean

Bratnober

When we demand that the
Jerel Thomases of the world
be silenced, we only allow
them to validate themselves,
regardless
of
how
ignorant
their views may
be. It's pretty
easy to assume
that you're right
about something
when the
other side is telling you they
don't want to hear you anymore.
Take a serious look at the
way this guy expresses himself; he's a ligntweight,
an
armchair
Rush Limbaugh.
And like Limbaugh, all you
get is a bunch of constipated
rants full of narrow generalizations
and twisted
halftruths. In Jerel's world we
could care less about creating
an actual, reasoned dialogue;
instead
it's about making
everything black and white,
and anyone who disagrees
with his opinion is disregarded as a "leftist," his bogeyman
of choice.
From reading his responses

G
~est
0"

to the many letters he receives
it's clear that he's not interested in really trying to create a
dialogue with anyone here; he
likes the sound of his own
voice too much to do that. It's
easier for him to
tum every issue into
another
lesson
about the dastardly
"leftists" then it is to
actually
examine
the real merits of the debate.
I admit that my own political perspectives fall to the left
of center, but even if I were a
conservative I'd consider this
guy a joke. He's not offering
us any food for thought, he
can't articulate himself, and
he makes conservatives look
like a bunch of simple-minded bigots.
We don't need to discuss
anything because we already
know what the other side
thinks, and politics become so
lethargic
and divisive that
we're left with today's mess of
a democracy, dominated by
cynics with cheerleaders like
Jerel.
Jerel can easily be dismissed even if we choose to
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I must say, all th,e quarreling
back
and
forth
between the so-called leftOpinions
ists and conservatives
has
should not be based
provided
me with much
on race or backentertainment
over
the
ground
course
of this semester.
However,
I still do not
Are members of minority
understand
why on earth
groups the only people who
people insist on arguing
are allowed to voice opinover
such petty
topics.
ions on issues of race and
Allow me to explain.
gender? I've noticed a lot of
Everybody has the right
people
citing
their
race
to their own unique opinwhen they write-in to The
ion. Although,
at least in
Arbiter as though their race
terms of what I have seen
makes their opinion (note:
and also experienced
first
not experience) more valid
hand, most people in this
than someone else's.
university, in this city, and
Since when
does the
in this country seem to feel
color of your skin, heritage,
the need to debunk every
or gender determine if your
other'
theory
out
there
opinion and thoughts
are
except their own. Why is
valid? Do we censor people
this? There is absolutely
based on race and gender
nothing
to be gained by
when' it comes to social
arguing with people over
issues? It all sounds like a
which opinion is the most
step back in history to me.
correct. In the grand scheme
WIl.y don't we judge. an
of things, does it really matopinion based on clear reater? The answer, in my _own
soning and debate rather
opinion of course, is no.
than resorting to outward
I find it very sad that so
appearances?
many people in the, world
Is my opinion on gender
today think that they have
and the role of females in
the right to criticize other
society of more value than
people for holding diffe,rent
that of a man's? Or is my
beliefs.
opinion valid because I am
In my own opinion, both
a free-thinking
individual
'liberals'
and
'conservain a free society?
tives' are extremely closedThe beauty of freedom is
minded. Let me explain my
that I can use reason and
reasoning behind this. Each
choice to either agree or disside has firmly held beliefs
agree with various opinon many issues. However,
ions. This choice has nothneither side is capable of
ing to do with my physical
even seeing where differing
appearance,
but with the
viewpoints
are
coming
thoughts within my brain.
from. Those who believe in
Genetics may have made
a woman's right to choose
me who I am on the outside,
do not even try to see why
but it is my mind that forothers would believe in the
mulates
opinion,
reason,
right to life for a fetus. In
and belief. So why are some
contrast, those who believe '.
people's opinions discreditin the right to life for a fetus
ed based solely on their race
are guilty of the same crime,
or gender? If we buy into
This is just a simple examthe notion of living in a freeple, but it serves the purthinking society then why
pose.
does the vehicle or mold by
In conclusion, I just wish
which a message is delivthat people
would
have
ered important?
enough faith in their own
Should anyone who is
personal beliefs to go ahead
not white be able to talk
with what they believe in,
about
anglo
issues?
Of
instead
of trying to tear
coursel Should anyone who
down
someone
else's
is not an American Indian
beliefs. After all, when it
be able
to talk
about
comes down to it, all that
American Indian issues? Of
really matters is what you
course!
believe, not what someone
Finally, is Mr. Thomas'
else may wrongly believe.
opinion invalid because he
appears
white?
Or is it
Elizabeth A. Steffen
because he does not take a
leftist stance on the issue?
What if I told you his

.'
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he
consider an apology to the Blakes
for charging them
with
putting
"themselves before the fine
students"
which
is the
antithesis of t'leir years of
service here at BSU?
Investigative
Skills:
Where did he develop his
"investigating"
skills?
Based on the actual facts it
seems he might consider
some
electives
in
our
Criminal Justice program.
Visual Acuity: How does
he possibly see the images
of Peg and Larry in the
photo? Is it a significant
vision issue or has he never
seen the Blakes up close?
Geography:
Does Trevor
really believe
there is. a
"desert area" in the State of
Nebraska?
Does he know
that he'd behard put to find
a hill similar to that in the
photo in the entire state? I
would suggest some electives in our Geo-Science
program might prove beneficial.
Representation:
Given he
signed as ASBSU Student
Relations
Coordinator
do
his
faulty
observations,
inaccurate
assumptions,
and off the wall charges
reflect
the
opinion
of
ASBSU? I doubt it.

Mike Allen

~il'ii/i

Grand-father was a member
of the Sioux tribe? Would
his opinion be valid then?

lem;:rsi~

am

Personally, •I
glad to
see the Arbiter dethroned as
the onlypaper
on the Boise
State campus. I was getting
tired of its administrationbacked messages of liberalism, communism
and athe-.
ism delivered to me twice a
week.. BSU must be held
accountable
for the lies it
spreads,
promotes
and
encourages
to all the students it harbors.
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resort to his black-and-white
tactics. Just as Jerel can find
dozens of ways to cast all his
"leftists" into hypocrites, one
can easily substitute "leftists"
with "conservatives"
and do
the same thing, many times
over. It's an easy game to
play, but it only offers an illusion of victory if we are really
trying to have a reasoned
debate.
It's unfortunate
that there
have been so many instances
where the opposition to Jerel's
offensive and ignorant viewpoints has only served to justify those perspectives in his
mind. To use this debate over
Native Americans as an example, several people made very
strong,
well-informed
dismissals to his diatribe, but the
people who chose to tum the
dialogue into a campaign for
his removal obscured these
views. As a result, this ignoramus is convinced that he's
"winning the battle of ideas"
and has now crowned himself·
"the man they (the left) fear
most."
Pretty sad, considering this
guy's
such a lightweight.

Instead of wasting energy trying to silence him, a better
investment is made by creating an alternative
to him.
Write your own column, do
some activism, etc. Use his
column as an exercise to formulate and solidify your own
opinion. Reading columnists
you disagree with can be a
great way to strengthen your
viewpoint,
and,
Jerel's
requires no great stretch of the
mind to so this. At most he's
only preaching to the converted, and I say at most because I
have yet to see any letter supporting him beyond his one
merit, that he's at least exercising his right to free speech,
even if he does come off like
an ignorant moron. But if anyone could repel even ~he converted, Jerel seems to be the
man. And Jerel, I'm sorry if
I'm labeling you as an "ignorant moron" and an "ignoramus," but when you simply
write off anyone who disagrees with you as a "leftist,"
it's clear that labeling is the
only language
you understand. Let's try thinking for a
change.
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Broncos ",in one and lose one BloolO delays one
dream for another
By Dorrln

Shindle

,The Arbiter

The Gazette

The Boise State men's basketball team beat Lewis Clark
.State College last Wednesday at home, then went on the
: road Saturday and got blown out by San Diego.
; Abe Jackson led the Broncos with 28 points as the
:Broncos used a 19-4 run to begin the second half, and put
.the game out of reach winning 76-64.
, Jackson had 18 points at the half, but the game was still
, close going into the locker room with the Broncos leading
'37-31. LCSC actually went up by five 22-17 with 8:45 to go
:in the half on a jumper by Brian Meneely.
: "That's a scary bunch of guys," coach Rod Jensen said
:of the LCSC players, "They can shoot the three".
: LCSC did shoot the ball very well shooting 55 percent
" for the game. But LCSC could only manage 40 shots on
.the game, compared to the Broncos 73 shots, as the
;Broncos forced LCSC into 30 turnovers.
The Broncos out-rebounded LCSC 38-29,21-4 in offen: sive rebounds, and turned those into 25 second chance
'points. LCSC could only manage four second chance
points.
, Freshman Jason Ellis continued his great play posting
a double double with 12 points and 11 rebounds. Bryan
'Defares also scored 12 points and added five rebounds
and Richard Morgan added 11 points.
Joe Skiffer played a great game in what wil\ be his last
. of the season, as he has applied for a medical red-shirt
with shoulder problems. Skiffer put up eight assists and
had three steals as he headed the Bronco defensive attack.
"We haven't beaten them in a long time," Jensen said.
"All in all it's a good win".
'
. After the Broncos "good win", they went into San
: Diego and got an ugly loss 85-59 Saturday night.
: Boise State couldn't compensate for the loss of Abe
,Jackson to foul trouble as the Toreros went on an 18-2 run
when Jackson was forced to sit with two fouls. The
; Broncos had the lead 11-4 at this point but ended the half
, down 30-21.
: The Broncos cut the lead to seven early in the second
; half, but the Toreros went on a 10-0 run to blow the game
,open.
: Booker Nabors led the Broncos with 12 points and

"

hesitated before saying, "Go for it:'
Barnett promised to hold Bloom's
scholarship and the NCAA can't get
officially snippy about his endorsements until he enrolls at CU. Bloom said
he would have understood had Barnett
said no and he would have honored his
commitment to the Buffs. But Barnett's
support strengthened him.
.
"It was really hard," Bloom said. "On
one hand, I had playing in front of
50,000 people at Folsom Field for a team
I thought could win the national championship. Or go for my Olympic dream
with no guarantees:'
Bloom wasn't even going to that skiing camp in Chile until Spencer con"
vinced him he could leave a few days
early and not Iniss any football practice:
While there, the U.S. coaches sat him
down and spelled out his chances for
the Olympics,
which were getting
stronger as Bloom's skiing improved.
There was one spot on the World Cup
roster open, they told him, and he could
earn it. Bloom had been skiing since he
was 3. His Olympic dream is almost that
old.
He is trying to crack a very strong
team, led by icon and '98 gold medalist
Jonny Moseley. And he is missing a fabulous CU season.
But Bloom said he won't have any
regrets, even if the does get hurt working on his new signature jump, the 720
iron cross - two complete revolutions
while crossing his skis.
"I've always had the mentality that
you can hurt yourself walking down the
street, so why not put yourself at risk
trying to be great at something," Bloom
said.
"I would definitely not think of it as a '
wasted year. I'll be happy with my decision because I know how hard I'm
working. I' m doing everything Ican. If it
doesn't work out, I'm fortunate to have
something to fall back on."
Next year, CU will have a lightningfast if smallish (5-foot-6, 185 pounds)
freshman receiver getting his first snaps
in front of 50,000 people. Bloom will
have altered the American dream just a
little, given it a European-flavored
detour.
And he might just decorate that
detour with a medal.

By Lynn Zinser

Jeremy Bloom traded a dream shared
by millions for a dream he chases in
almost
complete
obscurity
- the
American
dream
swapped
for a
European-flavored one, giving up football for skiing.
This would sound insane if this
weren't an Olympic year, and if the
Olympics weren't being held across the
mountains from Bloom's hometown of
Loveland, Colo, And it still sounds a little insane when you realize Bloom could
have been lining up at receiver for
Colorado in Saturday Big12 championship game.
Instead, Bloom spends this weekend
at his first World Cup moguls race of the
season, trying to eam points that will
win him a spot on the Olympic team. To
be there, he risked the wrath of his football coach, the disdain of the NCAA and
- considering the increasingly ambitious
jumps in moguls skiing - his neck .
Still, for Bloom, the choice was a natural one.
"There's no way he wouldn't pursue
his dream of the Olympics," said his,
agent, Michael Spencer. "He's 19 years
old. He has the world in his hands."
Every freestyle skier has a story.
Photo by Jeremy Dronstod, The Arbiter.
Most of the veterans can spin tales of livThe Bronco's Brain Defares avoids being screened by a
ing out of their cars while the sport was
Lewsls-Clark State player
young and the money slim. Bloom has
Richard Morgan added 10. Jason Ellis and Robby Gerichs
an agent and several endorsement conscored eight points, as Cerichs, taking advantage of some
tracts - that's where the NCAA snarls recent playing time, also led the Broncos in rebounds with
but his story delivers a big dramatic
eight, and assists with three.
.
moment.
The Broncos return home Wednesday night as they
This summer, Bloom had to convince
host Wyoming, Jensen wil\ be going for his 100th career
Colorado coach Gary Barnett to let him
win,
take this season off from football to
chase an Olympic berth. He did this one
day before practice started, after a flight
back from a skiing camp in Chile.
"I was so nervous," Bloom said.
"l1lat's a hard environment to go into.
was left out in the cold they can look
snubbed by the Western Athletic
CU's not a little football program and
no further than Fresno State for the
Conference.
when you're sitting in front of a table
answer. The Silicon Valley Classic
What the decision boiled down to
full of coaches and saying, 'Look, Idon't
Bowl
holds
the
only
other
tic
to
the
however, were politics and the
want to play for you this year and Iwant
WAC, and its officials took it
future. Putting Boise State in the
to go ski,' that's hard."
amongst themselves to go behind the
Humanitarian
Bowl would mean
After Bloom said it, he braced for the
league's
back
and
invite
the
matching them up against fellow
response.
He knew CU was thin on
Bulldogs,
who
finished
tied
for-secWAC member
Louisiana
Tech,
receivers and Barnett had told him he
ond in WAC play with BSU. Boise
which would basically be commitwould play immediately as a freshman.
State held the advantage over Fresno
ting bowl suicide. For sponsorship
So, he was stunned when Barnett barely
however having beat the Bulldogs
and publicity reasons it's a commonearlier
in
the
season,
Nonetheless,
ly known fact that you should never
the Broncos weren't even considered
schedule a bowl game featuring two
and were left to fight for the unlikely
schools from the same conference, let
chance at an H-Bowl invitation, In a
alone two teams that have played
season filled with as much drama as
each other already earlier in the seaa soap opera, is it really a surprise
son if you want to avoid football
that BSU's fate was scaled in such a
humiliation and a lashing from the
manner? It's just a shame that
Men's Basketball
media.
through all of the hard work and
12/12 home against Wyoming at 7:30 p.m.
If the Humanitarian Bowl sponeffort, the decision wasn't decided
12/15 home against S. Utah at 7:30 p.m.
sors and officials wanted the bowl to
on a football field or by a score, and
be of any success and have the
that a team who has just as much of
Women's Basketball
respect it deserves for the future,
a right to be playing on December
12/14 home against Gonzaga at 7 p.m.
they had no choice but to look else31st, wil\ now have to watch from
12/16 home against E. Washington at 7 p.m.
where.
H the school and fans have aI1Y the bleachers in their own house.
other questions as to why Boise State

WAC closes door on BSU season
By Steve Gowans

The Arbiter
The Western Athletic Conference
and its officials finally came to a conclusion last Tuesday and extended a
pair of H-Bowl invitations to two
well-deserving teams. The Broncos
however were told they would have
to wait until next year for another
chance at a bowl title as conference
champion Louisiana Tech (7-4) and
perennial ACC conference powerhouse Clemson (6-5) received the
invites.
In a tight and highly publicized
debate that featured such names as
UCLA, Colorado St., and Mississippi
being thrown around as contenders,
the \!I,' AC went with their gut instinct
and what they felt was best for the
conference as they made their decision,
What many are saying was the
right choice, others (Bronco fans) beg
to differ and feel like the team, the
city, and the fans of Boise have been
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Pea-rl Harbor attack postpones honeymoon
.Agrandfather lives
through it all
By Colleen McClegrv

Special to The Arbiter
The attack on Pearl Harbor
not only affected military personnel, It also affected civilians
living on the island of Oahu as
well.

'1

At the time of the Japanese
offensive, my grandfather, Dee
Hammond, was a civilian engineering draftsman working at
the Pacific Naval Air Base in
P.earIHarbor.
He was hired to help pave
Hickam Air Field, a main target
during the attack. He worked
in the Naval Administration
Building, which was also hit by
Japanese warplanes. Luckily
for him, Pearl Harbor was
attacked on a Sunday, a day he
was not at work, and he is alive
and well today to tell his story.
He married Wanda, my
grandmother, on Nov. 11, 1941.
Soon after the wedding he
.went to Hawaii for his job.
Sometimes my grandmother
jokes that she married my
grandfather just to get a free
trip to Hawaii. He left ahead of
her to make arrangements,
arriving in Pearl Harbor on
Dec. 1. She was to join him for
their honeymoon on Dec. 15.
. He was up early and fully
dressed when the attack came.
He lived close to Waikiki
Beach, and a shell or bomb he's not sure - landed about
two blocks away from the studio apartment he was sharing
with his brother.
My grandfather took a radio
outside to check on the commotion. He remembers the radio
announcer was so excited that

he couldn't speak in complete
sentences. WIlen the announcer
finally could speak, he delivered the news America was
under attack by Japanese
forces, and that volunteers
were desperately needed. So,
he and some of his friends and
neighbors piled into the back of
a truck and drove to Hickam
Field.
From the truck bed they
could see Japanese planes flying overhead, shooting at
American planes, which were
parked on the tarmac at
Hickam Field. All of the men in
the truck, including my grandfather, thought the planes
would probably come back and
shoot at them too, simply
because they were an easy target. However, the planes did
not return.
After the bombing, Martial
Law was declared on the
island,
which
drastically
changed my grandfather's honeymoon plans and his way of
life as well. At this point, all
commercial forms of transportation were stopped and
only military aircraft and ships
were coming to and from the .
mainland. This meant that my
grandmother would not be
coming for their honeymoon,
and this also meant my grandfather could not leave the
island either.
That night, he put roofing
paper over the windows of his
apartment, so the interior lights
could not be seen from the air.
Everybody on the island was
issued a gas mask because it
was believed the Japanese
planes would return. The mili-

Photo courtesy 01 CoUen McCleary

Newlyweds, Dee and Wanda Hammond, relaxIng on a park bench during happier times (Circa 1942).

tary announced an island-wide
curfew for all civilians. One
night, he went out after the
imposed "lights out" and saw
some army vehicles with their
headlights covered, canvassing
the darkened streets. He said
they only had a thumb-sized
hole that let out a fine ray of

blue light, so not to be detected
from the air. He hid behind
some bushes as they passed.
When 1 asked my grandfather if he was scared during the
attack, he replied, "I don't
remember being scared, but 1 .
probably was."
The most disturbing sight

for him came when he was a
volunteer medic, because many
of the victims were badly
burned.
When he finally came back
to the mainland in April of
1942,he and my grandmother
went to a class to inform people
what to do if California was

attacked. During the class, first
aid was discussed, especially
for the treatment of burn-related injuries.
My grandfather said he had
to leave the room because the
memories were just too painful.

Actor's Guild does
Maillet play
By J, pgtrlck

Kellv

Tile Arbiter
The Actor's Guild is presenting David Mamet's play,
"A Life in the Theatre," at the
Garden City Playhouse until
Dec. 15.
Mamet is better known for
his cinematic contributions,
"American
Buffalo,"
"Glengarry Glen Ross," "State
and Main" and the recent hit,
"Heist."
Most of Marner's scenarios
'depict strong male characters,
and deal with serious issues,
like the decline of morality in
the modern world. Yet,
Mamet has an incredible
knack for turning bleakness
into comedy.
"A Life in the Theatre"
deals with the lighter topic of
a professional relationship
between two actors. The play
examines their alliance as it
evolves over time. Director
John Gibbons said the play is
solely premised
on the
dynamic between a veteran
actor and a rising star in the
world of live theatre.

John (Greg Ilk -left) discusses a scene with Robert (Mahlon Janzen), an older established actor,
durlnQ a scene In "A Life In the Theatre,"

"The comedy in the play
comes from the tension,
sometimes from hopefulness
and sometimes from pettiness,
but it always thrives !In tension. And it is very funny in
parts."
"A Life in the Theatre" is
the directorial debut for
Gibbons, who has acted in five
of the company's productions.
The play has two characters, Robert (Mahlon Janzen)
and John (Greg Ilk), and is
acted out in a series of 26
vignettes, which Gibbons said
ultimately
challenges
the
actors because they must keep
the action alive at all times.
"Though overall Mamet
writes very clearly how reia:
tionships change over time,
there are several very brief
scenes that require the actors
to work creatively, and invest
them with stories, to create
tension."
The Actor's Guild was
founded in 1994, and was
originally conceived as a
forum for amateur actors,
directors and set designers to
express themselves creatively.

The Actor's Guild is presenting David Mamet's play, "A Life in th
Theatre," at the Garden City Playhouse (308 E. 36th St.)until Dec. 15. Show
run Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. Doors open at 7:30. General adrnis
sion $8. Students and seniors $6. Tickets can be purchased at the box offic
prior to the shows.
'

You See It. ,""VeFeel It.
AIR NATIONAL GUARD

~

Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester
Full-Time Students!!!

for

" Montgomery GI Bill
" Montgomery Gl Bill Kicker
" State Tuition Assistance
"~CashBonuses
" Student Loan Repayment Program

Beauty (IS;'"
AtII dt~rmat()l(lglst
Any .flge (:\'\0"
.....;: •..•'

FUtd lOur Fu/UTtf
For More Information

TSgt Rod Elson

cQntact:

-

422-5597 or (800) 621-3909

I,

Ed Britt, The Guild's artistic
director, picked
"A Life in the Theatre"
because he felt it was the perfect play for Gibbons to cut his
teeth on.
"What audiences are going
to see is a show that focuses on
the growth of a relationship
and its changes and shifts and
not a lot else. 1 was fortunate
because this is very. good
material. 1 feci privileged to
have had this opportunity,"
Gibbons said.
Critics
have
lauded
Mamet's plays over the years
for their inventive use of language. The Village Voice,
which is historically known
for their brutal
theatre
reviews, has only good words
to say about Marnet's body of
work.
"Marnet deserves recognition for his careful, gorgeous,
loving sense of language. He
has the most acute ear for dialogue of any American writer
since Salinger."
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Get free help with
your writing at the
BSU Writing Center
LA-2oo, 426-1298.
STUDENTS!
REMINDER!
ASBSU (426-1440) provtd.s

FREE ATTORNEY

Free $50 BookStore
credit! When parents
stay at the beautiful,
historic JJ Shaw House
Bed & Breakfast in
Boise's N. end
www.jjshaw.com
344-8899 2 nite / min.

CONSULTATlONS
WIth. klcaI private lawyer for
moat Iega1 problema you may
have,

Job for Students!
United ParcelService
Employment

raps

hlfts aVallabl~7

a work around school
~ hedule

Information:
oo-camcus Call:

STUDENTS
Get paid to surf the
internet. Start earning
money TODAY @
www.paidforsurf.com
/ join.html ?refid=cinds

UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.

LuamI1

ll.utnlZUwOfllonllP,

_.10

Housesitter needed
from 12/21 - 1/4. 2
cats, 1 dog, no smoking. Call Jessica or
David 429-1135
Farsi, a language of
the ages and now for
all ages. Learn to read,
write and speak Farsi,
The tongue of both
ancient and modem
Iran and its nearby
Middle Eastern lands.
It is the language of
the mystic poet, Rumi,
of the Polymath, Omar
Khayyam, and of the
ancient genius,
Avicienna. For details
Call Shahnaz: 333-0340

IDEAL

EMPLOYMENT
...those who have excellentverbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:

. ~Yening& Wootend shifts ~

~rWt

Females Models needed. All ages, body
types and nationalities
for Nude, semi-nude &
boudoir black & white
photography for
upscale art publication(s). No experience
OK. Paid by hour.
Send regular photo(s)
to Personal
Photography LLC, Box
1837, Boise 83701

,T~D*'0U1~averageV41~
, Paid Training

~~UR&KL~m
FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL (208) 376-4480

Okay. okay-if you were wrong.
you can still send another e-mail

to contest@arbiteronlinc.com.

with the correct answer, and
you'll be rewarded with one entry
for the weekly drawing just for
being so persistent!

All e-rnails must include an
answer (preferably a correct one),
your name, address and a phone
number-so we can hunt you
down if you win.
Weekly winners will be
announced in the following
Monday edition. The Grand
Prize winner will be announced
in the Dec. 17th Finals Relief
issue. Contest runs 08/27/01
though 12/14/01.

lI.£~VEHI~ED THE
WO~LD'S MOST
INNOV~nVE DESIGN
FI~M.

,

WE'LL OBSE~VE
THEI~SUCCESSFUL
METHODS ~ND
STEAL THEM FO~
OU~ OWN. HEH
HEH HEH.

i

unneo

Feature Syndicate, Inc.

f'-\A'iBE THEIR. SECRET
IS HI~ING S"""~T
PEOPLE.
I'M HOPING
IT INVOLVES
E~SELS.

l

Web Editor Needed
Maintain website on a
weekly basis. 5-15
hrs/week, flexible
around class schedule.
Some training provided. Internship credit
possible. Call Brad @
345-8204

Toyota '91 Camry
5spd. A/C, CD player,
SNOW TIRES, $3750
OBO call 850-1014

Crossword

Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question of
the week, then submit your answer

Contest rules:

GRAPHIClWEB
DESIGNERS
Need designers on a
project basis.
Photoshop a must.
Mac Users a plus email to
cskate@yahoo.com

OOGBERT: C

Campus Tour Guides
for spring semester. MF 10:30 & 1:30, Jan 14
thru May 10 $7/hr Call
426-1820

How to play:

The correct answer will be printed
in the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded with
two entries for the weekly
drawing-if you were wrong. your
answer will be passed around the
office and laughed at!

for 2. E-mail resume or
qual. & ref. to Attn:
Nanny
cassieclancy@qwest.net

426-5627
OnthaWeb:
shopt@ups.com

c.aASasuforlll"l~
~:
Marg-.t
~S<;:llrot;defolSc:hmtOer

DILBERT®

EE
~::kcndS

including:

dlvorcelfamlly law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and
debt problems
personal Injury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
DUI/crlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGEI

Boise & Nampa's
Best Part-Time

PI /FT Nanny needed

to contest@arbitcronlinc.com

The Fine Print
All winners will be selected by a random
drawing of eligible entries,
Weekly
winners will receive 01 prize donated by
that week's sponsor.
All entries
containing the: correct answer will be
entered into a grand prize drawing. to be
held at the: end of the semester. No
purchase necessary, All prizes will be
awarded. Grand prize will be one
semester of free books. to be provided by
the BSU Bookstore, Used books will be
provided where available. This offer is
void where prohibited or restricted by
federal. stare, or local laws. Employees
of The Arbiter, the BSU Student Union.
their families and government employees
are no' digible. Applicable taus are the
sole responsibility of the winners.

ACROSS
1 Of fhe Arctic
6 Custard
ingredient
10 Wound reminder
14 Pygmy antelope
15 Thaw
16 Hamburg river
17 Like most
windows
18 Consumer
19 Longest period
20 Assets
22 Winter forecast
24 Fruit drink
25 Buffoon
26 Stowe's villain
29 For certain
30 Actress Flynn
Boyle
31 Retreat
36 Fuzzy fruits
39 Pin case
40 Operatic prima
donnas
42 Poet Teasdale
43 Tries out
45 Devastating
disaster
47 Braxton or
Tennille
49 Long or Newton
50 Classroom
presentation
54 School of
whales
57 Smidgen
58 Happiness
59 Unsparing
61 Work group
63 Land measure
65 Attack
66 Ark builder
67 Caution
68 Contaminate
69 Mah-jongg piece
70 Iditarod ride
..
71 Countertenors
DOWN
1 Daddy
2 Some exams
3 "Peanuts"
regular
4 Lincoln and
Burrows
5 Bunches at the
waist

12110/01
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6 Ostrich's kin
7 Painter's base
8 Astronaut turned
senator
9 Walk
10
of Cortez
11 Remove
12 Residence
13 Taylor of "The
Nanny"
21 Begot
23 Frail
27 Battlefield doc
28 Gruesome
29 T-bar
31 Risked sum
32 Supped
33 Guardian
34 Artie's Gardner
35 Shaping
machine
37 Taxing agcy.
38 U.S. uncle
41 Bellow and
Kripke
44 Hidden obstacle
46 Bell-like
instrument

Solutions
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48 Holiday guests,
perhaps
50 Daring feat
51 Vietnam's capital.
52 Transfer image
53 _ Haute, IN
54 Little, in Lilla

55 Maine campus
site
56 Pockmarks
60 Calf meat
62 Definite
article
64 Ultimate
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